“We work together to bring into being dreams that otherwise would lie dormant in the imaginations of separate people.”**

I. PRELIMINARY MATTERS

Naivety can be both a blessing and a curse. Recently, I authored an article\(^1\) appealing mainly to academic support professionals that suggested every faculty member should be involved in academic support.\(^2\) The article discussed why stand-alone academic support programs are not the best course of action for remedying law student achievement problems, as well as suggested ways in which all faculty members could assist in academic support’s mission.\(^3\)

The responses from readers of this piece were strikingly similar: how do we get our faculties engaged in this process? In other words, how do we form communities of teachers such that everyone desires to work together toward this common goal? Before receiving these responses, I had assumed forming a community of teachers would be a straightforward task. Upon reflection, it appears the once-thought simple task is actually quite a shift in how law faculties view themselves, each other, and the institution as a whole.
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This article seeks to provide a preliminary overview for law schools to consider becoming communities of teachers. Part II of this article explores the barriers to forming a community of teachers. Part III discusses advantages as well as disadvantages to law faculties functioning as communities in their teaching of students. And finally, Part IV suggests some ways law faculties might overcome any real or perceived hurdles to becoming real communities.

II. BARRIERS TO FORMING COMMUNITIES

Before exploring the obstacles to forming communities of teachers in law schools, it is important to define the term “community of teachers” in the law school context, as well as how that community would operate. Generally, “communities” tend to share the same language, goals, and routines. Patricia Cranton, a scholar in higher education, defines communities as “social groups who have common characteristics or interests and perceive themselves as distinct from the larger society on the basis of their shared qualities.”

Thus, the law school as a whole could be a “community,” casebook or clinic subject-matter specialties could be “communities,” and obviously various subsets in the academy itself—including administrators, librarians, clinicians, and legal writing specialists—could be “communities.” For purposes of this article, the term “community of teachers” is meant to apply to the entire teaching faculty, which may be composed of administrators, full-time doctrinal faculty, librarians, and clinicians.

A community of teachers would be an environment with collaboration as the centerpiece. Collaboration has been defined as a:

pervasive, long-term relationship in which participants recognize common goals and objectives, share more tasks, and participate in

---

4. See PATRICIA CRANTON, BECOMING AN AUTHENTIC TEACHER IN HIGHER EDUCATION 95 (2001) (discussing communities in the educational context as valuing their “missions, goals and objectives[,]” “educator roles[,]” “teaching and assessment strategies[,]” “the role of professional or personal development in teaching[,]” and “student or faculty rights within the institution[,]”).

5. Id. at 94.


extensive planning and implementation. Collaborators share the give-and-take listening that creates the bond of belonging to a learning community. It is a more holistic experience in which we are committed to the enterprise, the relationship, and the process.  

As far as how a community of law teachers would function, I envision an atmosphere in which law faculty meet frequently to discuss overall learning objectives and coordination of experiential learning activities across the curriculum, generously share lesson plans and teaching ideas, regularly observe each other’s teaching to enrich their own teaching (as contrasted with observation of a colleague’s class for peer review), consistently engage in team teaching, and jointly determine whether learning objectives are being met. More important than the actual “doing” of collaborative teaching, I hope law faculty can shift their mindset away from working as individuals to unite together in their common mission of preparing students for the practice of law.

A. Status Distinctions

Status distinctions permeate everything we do as teachers in law schools, and much has been written about how differences in status impact compensation, voting rights, office location, and our relationship with our students. In terms of forming communities of teachers, status differences cause us to work and plan our teaching in separate ways.

In essence, the various subsets of the academy, with their corresponding status distinctions, operate as separate teaching units within the same

---

10. See, e.g., Susan P. Liemer & Hollee S. Temple, Did Your Legal Writing Professor Go to Harvard?: The Credentials of Legal Writing Faculty at Hiring Time, 46 U. LOUISVILLE L. REV. 383, 413-14 (2008) (“[W]e know with confidence that the typical legal writing professor is a white female, hired off the tenure-track with a multi-year contract, earning significantly less than the typical tenure-line law faculty hire.”); Anthony V. Alfieri, Against Practice, 107 MICH. L. REV. 1073, 1074 (2009) (“The theory/practice dichotomy in law school teaching, scholarship, and mission relegates clinical-lawyer instruction to the periphery of legal education and consigns clinical faculty to a subordinate caste status differentiated by inferior compensation, limited governance, and segregated space.”).
building.\(^{14}\) For the most part, and granted there are exceptions, the clinical program at most schools, plans its teaching as a unit. The legal writing faculty at most schools operate as a program, which plans its teaching of first-year students as a unit.\(^{15}\)

Currently the vast majority of the tenure-line faculty at most law schools operate as independent contractors, teaching their specialties, individually planning their lessons, and assessing their students’ performance.\(^{16}\) The status occupied by tenure-line faculty encourages a certain independence, and thus results in very little cooperative work with colleagues in planning, executing, or assessing teaching.\(^{17}\)

**B. The Way We Teach and the Subject Matter Itself**

How we teach\(^{18}\) law students has been transformed in recent years by the MacCrate\(^{19}\) and Carnegie reports,\(^{20}\) the Clinical Legal Education Association’s *Best Practices for Legal Education*,\(^{21}\) the humanizing legal education movement,\(^{22}\) and the infusion of experiential learning

---

\(^{14}\) See generally Arrigo, supra note 12, at 150 (noting that “LWRs may be denied faculty office space, or are relegated to windowless cubicles in the basements or libraries where they remain separated physically from ongoing intellectually-sustaining interactions with ‘real’ faculty.”).

\(^{15}\) See id. at 151-55.

\(^{16}\) See generally Mark L. Adams, *The Quest for Tenure: Job Security and Academic Freedom*, 56 CATH. U. L. REV. 67, 79 (2006) (explaining that “academic freedom gives professors the liberty, established through professional associations, that shields them from administrative or political interference with their teaching, research, service in the university and profession, and institutional and academic self-governance.”).

\(^{17}\) See id. at 79.

\(^{18}\) Professor Barbara Glesner Fines points out most law faculty do not have teaching backgrounds. Barbara G. Fines, *Fundamental Principles and Challenges of Humanizing Legal Education*, 47 WASHBURN L.J. 313, 315 (2008) (“Our philosophies and practices of teaching are formed by our own experiences as students.”).


\(^{20}\) WILLIAM M. SULLIVAN ET AL., *EDUCATING LAWYERS: PREPARATION FOR THE PROFESSION OF LAW* (SUMMARY) 9 (1999-2000), available at http://www.carnegiefoundation.org/publications/educating-lawyers-preparation-profession-law (The report highlights the need for a community of teachers, stating “[f]aculty development programs that consciously aim to increase the faculty’s mutual understanding of each other’s work are likely to improve students’ efforts to make integrated sense of their developing legal competence.”).


\(^{22}\) See Fines, supra note 18, at 319 (“Much of the work in humanizing legal education has been about making this careful study of our pupils and the compassion and benevolence we might extend to them.”).
techniques. And while the Socratic Method has lost its hold as the exclusive teaching tool, it is still safe to say that we teach students to be independent thinkers and learners. In fact, “[t]he values we attend to in the classroom are apt to be individualism and autonomy, which we present as the basis for the adversary system.”

This push toward teaching our students to become independent thinkers likely impacts our disinclination to work cooperatively as teachers. “Few of us have much real knowledge about what each other does in our fifty minute segments.”

It is almost startling to realize we know more about our colleagues’ scholarship than about their teaching. Most law faculties offer scholarship forums to comment on works in progress, while at the same time having virtually no formalized gatherings to discuss each other’s teaching.

Noted educator scholar Pat Hutchings speaks of this “pedagogical solitude” as:

a state of affairs in which that aspect of faculty work that would seem to be the most social, the most public, turns out in fact to be the most unreliably private. Maybe there’s occasional, desultory chat about teaching in the elevator or faculty dining room, but when it comes to planned, purposeful conversation—occasions set aside for good talk about good teaching (and meaningful student learning)—the situation is pretty bleak.

Further complicating the ability to work easily with colleagues is the subject matter of law school curriculum itself, which tends to focus on the analytical aspect of the thinking process. The lack of emotional, and

28. See CRANTON, supra note 4, at 88 (“The discipline within which we work and the level at which we teach it provide a certain structure.”).
29. See generally Ian Gallacher, Thinking Like Non-Lawyers: Why Empathy is a Core Lawyering Skill and Why Legal Education Should Change to Reflect its Importance, 8 J. ASS’N LEGAL WRITING DIRECTORS 109 (forthcoming Fall 2011); Leah M. Christensen, Going Back to Kindergarten: Considering the Application of Waldorf Education Principles to Legal Education, 40 SUFFOLK U. L. REV. 315,
sometimes even social, considerations in the legal opinions we and our students read on a daily basis could influence faculty to operate as independent contractors in teaching. If faculty spend a good deal of time each week immersed in preparing for and teaching classes in which the material is mostly devoid of emotional and social context, it is not difficult to imagine why an atmosphere conducive to collaborative work is not present.

C. Law School Culture

There is a distinct and remarkably consistent culture in most American law schools. “This culture makes law school feel like a world unto itself, a world with its own rules, rhythms, and rituals.” First-year students still arrive in August with the Kingsfield stereotype firmly planted in their minds. Diversity in teaching practices and in the composition of the faculty will likely cause this notion to fade over time, but as for now, the culture in most law schools is still heavily influenced by the fear of a Socratic dialogue from a law professor who shows little empathy for the struggling lawyer-in-training. The Kingsfield stereotype fits more neatly with operating as independent contractors in teaching, than with working cooperatively with colleagues in the teaching mission.

31. See Turner, supra note 25, at 286.
Another cultural impact on forming teaching communities is the billable hours practice model that many law faculty bring from practice. Practicing law in the competitive law firm hierarchy and the continual pressure to individually produce billable hours does not result in a mindset supportive of community. And, of course, there are architectural barriers which influence the culture of any law school and can hinder a sense of community if all the teaching faculty are not housed in the same building, or even in different parts of a large building.

D. Emphasis on Scholarship

The rewards for prolific scholarship have been both exalted and lamented in legal education literature. Notwithstanding this, these rewards, whether in the form of promotion, tenure, merit raises, or prestige, can serve as significant obstacles to forming a community of law teachers. Forming the community and keeping the community functioning well will require a substantial investment of each faculty member’s time. That investment of time will conflict to some extent with current scholarly expectations and its reward system.

E. Student Ratings of Teacher Performance

If ever there was an obstacle to forming cooperative teaching communities it just might be the current system for evaluating teacher performance. Research suggests student ratings of teacher performance are not reliable and can be influenced by gender, race, class size, subject matter,
and year in law school.\textsuperscript{40} Despite this, student evaluations of teacher performance are an administratively-easy tool for gauging teacher performance.\textsuperscript{41} These evaluations are a factor in promotion and tenure decisions, as well as merit pay increases.\textsuperscript{42}

With such pressure put on these numbers and narrative comments, it is easy to see how faculty would not be overly enthusiastic about forming teaching communities. After all, how would team teaching be evaluated?\textsuperscript{43} If faculty were teaching with similar techniques and receiving substantially similar feedback, how could administrators compensate for differences in teaching skill? And would teachers with high student evaluation scores (either due to good teaching or pandering) want to participate in the community and risk raising the scores of their colleagues or lowering their own?

\textbf{F. Technology}

There are some distinct advantages to having technology in place, and consequently for its ability to foster communities.\textsuperscript{44} However, the use of technology has over time decreased the amount of contact we have with each other in face-to-face interactions.\textsuperscript{45} Those lost interpersonal interactions could have included discussions about teaching or the more important social conversations that help bind us together and provide the authentic sense of community necessary to accomplish our joint goals.


\textsuperscript{41} Marlow, \textit{Blessed Are They}, supra note 40, at 554.

\textsuperscript{42} Marlow, \textit{Student Evaluation of Teacher Performance}, supra note 40, at 117-18.

\textsuperscript{43} See AUSTIN, supra note 38, at 72-73. “Collaboration among faculty often raises issues of power, influence, professional identity, and integrity. Evaluating individual contributions to collaborative endeavors and allocating credit fairly among partners are difficult challenges that frequently plague collaborators.” \textit{See id.} at v. Some subsets of the academy have already struggled with this in reviewing junior faculty who teach in collaborative legal research and writing programs, as well as in clinical programs. One anonymous excerpt from a peer review report commented, “It is difficult to know how much weight to give to each aspect of Professor [x’s] teaching, because observation of her classroom only provided a partial view of her teaching. Most of the planning and preparation work for her teaching is a collaborative effort, to which she contributes.” Anonymous, excerpt from peer review report.

\textsuperscript{44} Rogelio Lasso, \textit{From the Paper Chase to the Digital Chase: Technology and Teaching 21st Century Law Students}, 43 SANTA CLARA L. REV. 1, 44 (2002).

\textsuperscript{45} For an interesting discussion of other drawbacks from technology, including less focus on thinking, meaning, and perspectives, see Rita R. Rogers, \textit{Identity Revisited in the New Technological Culture}, 19 MED. & L. 381, 386 (2000).
III. ARE COMMUNITIES OF TEACHERS A GOOD IDEA FOR LAW SCHOOLS?

There are some distinct advantages to law faculty moving away from functioning as independent contractors. The humanizing legal education movement has picked up steam in recent years and forming a community of teachers could be key in successfully realizing some of that movement’s goals. Additionally, forming communities of law teachers could assist law schools in their efforts to change the focus from inputs to outcome assessments. In fact, it will prove difficult for law schools to fully undertake this assessment task without working as teaching communities. A community of law teachers would nicely complement the call from the bench and bar for more professionalism in law practice. If law students observed their professors interacting cooperatively, displaying collegiality, and team teaching on a daily basis there would certainly be an impact on how students view lawyers and the work lawyers do.

Having a community of teachers would help in realizing writing across the curriculum goals. In fact, law schools’ failure to shift to a community

46. See Austin, supra note 38, at iii (“Many believe collaboration increases productivity, maintains motivation, and stimulates creativity and risk tasking. It can maximize the use of limited resources and could enhance the quality of teaching and research.”).
47. Fines, supra note 18, at 316 (In fact, Professor Fines warns that we cannot reach the goals of the humanizing legal education movement “while so many faculty members are wedded to an educational philosophy grounded in a competitive ethos.”).
48. See Fisher, supra note 9, at 227-29.
49. See id. at 230 (Teaching communities would be necessarily formed while faculty “develop[ed] the educational outcomes for the institution in collaboration with the bench and bar and other interest constituencies such as alumni.”).
51. See Jamie R. Abrams, A Synergistic Pedagogical Approach to First-Year Teaching, 48 Duq. L. Rev. 423, 453 (2010) (discussing the integrated approach to teaching first-year students, Abrams noted, “Students saw their faculty engage collaboratively and expansively in this simulation. They saw us as a team committed to preparing them for the practice of law and teaching them to think like lawyers in a holistic way. Thus, our structure aligned with our substance. The students seemed to value this and derive energy from it.”).
52. See Christensen, supra note 29, at 323 (maintaining that every teacher has an impact on students’ values whether they set out to or not); Kristin B. Gerdy, Clients, Empathy, and Compassion: Introducing First-Year Students to the “Heart” of Lawyering, 87 Neb. L. Rev. 1, 58 (2008) (“Probably the greatest role models for students are faculty members themselves.”); Sullivan & Podgor, supra note 39, at 135-36 (“[Faculty] must become more acutely aware of their significance as role models for law students’ perception of lawyering.”) (quoting A.B.A. SECTION OF LEGAL EDUCATION AND ADMISSIONS TO THE BAR, TEACHING, AND LEARNING PROFESSIONALISM (REPORT OF THE PROFESSIONALISM COMMITTEE) 16 (1996)).
mindset actually has been hindering the full implementation of various proposals to expand experiential learning, and infuse clinical experiences throughout the curriculum. 54

Granted, there are disadvantages to law faculties functioning as a teaching community. One major drawback would be the investment of time it takes to teach cooperatively. 55 In the already hectic life of a law school academic, with its myriad of teaching, scholarship, and service tasks, it might be quite difficult to make the transition to collaborative teaching.

Arguably, a diversity of viewpoints would be lost and creativity might be compromised if law faculty functioned as a community. 56 This, of course, questions whether academic freedom itself might be in jeopardy if faculty stopped functioning as independent contractors. Other potential concerns are how cooperative work could be credited toward promotion and tenure, and how to successfully bring adjuncts into the teaching community, given the practical realities of how adjuncts work in law schools. 57

Despite the disadvantages, every law school should be striving to function as a community of teachers. The costs of continuing on as we always have are too great for our students. Every lawyer who teaches in a law school brings a unique set of knowledge, creativity, and problem-solving skills to the table. Our students would benefit from combining and sharing those unique skill sets in teaching. And legal academics are well equipped to work around any potential problems that will occur when transitioning to a community mode of teaching.

IV. FORMING COMMUNITIES

Law schools have been taking ‘baby steps’ toward forming a community of teachers. Successful teaching collaborations between doctrinal and skills faculty already exist in law schools. 58 Some schools

---

54. There have been many legal education reform proposals over the last two decades, the most significant are likely the MacCrate and Carnegie reports, and CLEA’s Best Practices. See REPORT OF THE TASK FORCE, supra note 19; SULLIVAN, supra note 20; STUCKY, supra note 21.


56. Teaching communities could however, foster diversity of viewpoints as faculty create new approaches.

57. AUSTIN, supra note 38, at iii (law schools should have models to look to for guidance on these, and other matters since “teaming is increasingly prevalent in business, health care, and public policy work.”).

58. See, e.g., Elizabeth Fajans, Learning from Experience: Adding a Practicum to a Doctrinal Course, 12 LEGAL WRITING 215 (2006). While not strictly a doctrinal and skills collaboration, Michael Hunter Schwartz points to the team teaching at Washburn where twenty faculty members team teach an upper-level colloquium course. See Michael Hunter Schwartz, Humanizing Legal Education: An Introduction to a Symposium Whose Time Came, 47 WASHBURN L.J. 235, 237 (2008). Others have focused
have developed integrated teaching approaches for first-year students.\textsuperscript{59} Collaborative work between clinicians and legal writing faculty is on the rise.\textsuperscript{60} And it has been recognized that first-year faculty are more cooperative and organized in their approach to teaching their students than the faculty generally.\textsuperscript{61}

First-year faculty could be the catalysts for change and encourage their colleagues who teach upper-class courses to join in the preexisting first-year community. The law school dean could sponsor weekly or monthly luncheon meetings to form a sense of community like law firms have done to increase a sense of belonging.

Building on what has been done in law schools to create interest around scholarly activities, Professors Hess and Sparrow observed:

The value of building enthusiasm for teaching is supported by recent scientific studies on human interaction, which indicate that people’s emotions affect their ability to process information, think clearly, and be creative. Just as institutions build and nurture a culture of scholarship when they host weekly or monthly brown-bag discussions where faculty present scholarly works-in-progress, so too can law schools build a culture of teaching and learning. Law schools could hold teaching and learning discussion sessions on biweekly or monthly basis. As with scholarly presentations, faculty could volunteer to lead sessions on topics such as active learning, discussion techniques, instructional technology, student motivation and engagement, course design, and testing and grading. Faculty

\begin{itemize}
\item on integrating concepts traditionally covered in professional ethics into their classes. See Melissa H. Weresh, \textit{Fostering a Respect for Our Students, Our Specialty, and the Legal Profession: Introducing Ethics and Professionalism into the Legal Writing Curriculum}, 21 Touro L. Rev. 427, 427-29 (2005).
\item See, e.g., Abrams, supra note 55, at 428 (“In this pedagogical approach, a section of first-year WCL faculty (including writing faculty, doctrinal faculty, adjunct faculty, tenured faculty, and contract faculty) coordinated to lead students through a client simulation woven through all first-year courses in the first semester.”); see also Suzanne J. Schmitz & Alice M. Noble-Allgire, \textit{Reinvigorating the 1L Curriculum: Sequenced “Writing Across the Curriculum” Assignments as the Foundation for Producing Practice-Ready Law Graduates} (Feb. 14, 2011), available at http://ssrn.com/abstract=1879618 (describing the integrated first-year program at SIU School of Law, in which students engage in writing intensive exercises in all courses throughout their first year of study).
\item See generally Schrup, supra note 40, at 301-05 (noting increase consideration of collaboration between clinicians and legal writing faculty despite barriers to such collaboration); Stefano Moscato, \textit{Teaching Foundational Clinical Lawyering Skills to First-Year Students}, 13 Legal Writing 207, 217 (2007) (“The most logical place to include the foundational clinical teaching discussed in this Article is in the first-year legal analysis, research, and writing curriculum as part of an integrated ‘Lawyering Skills’ course.”).
\item See Turner, supra note 25, at 313 (“the bond among professors who teach first-year courses is often a little stronger than that between professors who teach upper-level courses.”).
\end{itemize}
interested in improving their teaching could also be encouraged to try and then discuss new techniques.\textsuperscript{62}

If there is not sufficient interest in forming a community of teachers, even a monthly discussion meeting in the faculty lounge focusing on a particular book about teaching could help lay the foundation for future cooperative work. Certain texts like \textit{Becoming an Authentic Teacher in Higher Education}\textsuperscript{63} have been cited for their ability to engender a sense of community.\textsuperscript{64}

Within each institution, faculty could submit lesson plans that worked well to a “lesson plan bank,” similar to the Legal Writing Institute’s “Idea bank” for writing problems.\textsuperscript{65} The dean and senior faculty could encourage an atmosphere where observing colleagues’ teaching becomes a frequent occurrence. Most law faculty are accustomed to peer-teaching reviews when undergoing promotional review. But a culture of visiting colleagues’ classrooms to inform and improve teaching (and not for purposes of promotional review) could go a long way toward forming communities. “[B]oth metaphorically and literally, ‘opening the classroom door,’ through reciprocal visits and other forms of classroom observation, is an important step toward a campus culture of teaching and learning, and one with real power for faculty willing to take the risk.”\textsuperscript{66}

“Administrators have a key role to play in fostering effective collaboration. They can allocate discretionary resources and shape supportive policies to encourage faculty to work together. More important, administrators can stimulate collaborative work by recognizing and rewarding collaborative achievements in public and private ways.”\textsuperscript{67} In annual review meetings, deans could inquire what classrooms were visited in the previous year. Deans could also inquire whether the faculty member had engaged in team teaching.\textsuperscript{68} Law school deans can also encourage and

\textsuperscript{63} Cranton, supra note 4.
\textsuperscript{65} The Legal Writing Institute’s Idea Bank is accessible to authorized users via Rutgers School of Law. See Idea Bank, Rutgers Law School, http://camlaw.rutgers.edu/webapps/ideabank/ (last visited Nov. 20, 2011).
\textsuperscript{66} Hutchings, supra note 27, at 17, 22 (Hutchings also points out how rare classroom visits by peers are, as well as the enormous potential these visits have to improve teaching and a sense of community).
\textsuperscript{67} AUSTIN, supra note 38, at v.
\textsuperscript{68} For an overview of the advantages of team teaching, see id. 43.
support mentoring programs for junior faculty, which have been noted as helpful in forming teaching communities.\textsuperscript{69}

Hutchings discusses the effectiveness of teaching circles. Teaching circles are defined as “(1) a small group of faculty members (typically four to ten . . . ) (2) makes a commitment to work together over a period of at least a semester (3) to address questions and concerns about the particulars of their teaching and their students’ learning.”\textsuperscript{70} Hutchings points out these teaching circles could be those who teach first-year students, teachers of large classes, or any other group with similar agendas.\textsuperscript{71}

Technology could also play a role in fostering communities, whether it be listserv discussions among the faculty generally, blogs, or use of specific programs that assist in planning teaching activities. National listservs dealing with subject-matter specialties, including clinician, librarians, deans, and legal writing, have certainly gone a long way toward creating teaching communities. The same benefits can occur within our own institutions.\textsuperscript{72}

Each school will take a slightly different and unique path in moving away from working as independent contractors. “However it is organized, it is the sustained dialogue among faculty with different strengths and interests united around common educational purpose that is likely to matter most.”\textsuperscript{73} Already here at my institution, the first-year faculty, in conjunction with the Academic Support Program, have been meeting regularly for a few years, and there are plans to include an experiential learning director soon. There is really no single charted path that will ultimately lead to success. The important thing for our students is that we continue taking those steps toward teaching communities. The benefits for them and all of us working in the legal academy are too great not to try.

\textsuperscript{69} See HUTCHINGS, supra note 27, at ch. 3.

\textsuperscript{70} Id. at 7. Hutchings also points out how helpful videotaping class segments can be to discuss within teaching circles. Id. at 25.

\textsuperscript{71} Id. at 7.

\textsuperscript{72} In fact, at my school, we have a faculty listserv for general discussion, as well as one devoted to first-year teachers.

\textsuperscript{73} SULLIVAN, supra note 20, at 9.